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 The Wireless sensor network has been highly focused research area in recent 
times due to its wide applications and adaptability to different environments. 
The energy-constrained sensor nodes are always under consideration to 
increase their lifetime. In this paper we have used the advantages of two 
approaches i.e. fuzzy c-means clustering and neural network to make an 
energy efficient network by prolonging the lifetime of network. The cluster 
formation is done using FCM to form equally sized clusters in network and 
the decision of choosing cluster head is done using neural network having 
input factors as distance from basestation, heterogeneity and energy of the 
node etc. Our Approach has successfully increased the lifetime and data 
capacity of the network and outperformed different approaches applied to the 
network present in literature. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a self-configuring network which is highly adaptable to 
different environment scenarios. They are highly useful network in human-inaccessible environment for 
monitoring purposes. It is composed of a set of sensor nodes (which are also called motes). The lifetime of 
WSN is always a topic of research because the sensor nodes are constrained in term of battery life and it is 
not feasible to recharge the battery at regular basis because of their deployment in remote and hostile places. 
So we need those routing protocols or approaches which can maximize the data capacity and also prolong the 
lifetime of sensor node. So the challenge is to develop low-power communication approaches with low-cost 
on-node processing and self-organized connectivity/protocols. Several protocols were developed to make the 
communication energy-effective to increase lifetime of the networks. The wireless sensor networks can be 
categorized intohomogenous and hetereogenous networks according to the type of nodes network is using. 
The homogenous network is the network where all nodes have equal energy and all having equal probability 
to become cluster head. The hetereogenous networks have different kind of nodes having different energy 
and probabilities of becoming clusterheads. In this paper we will work on hetereogenous networks.   
Different protocols have been for homogenous and heterogenous networks.These protocols used different 
approaches to improve the communication and transmission of the packets in the network. But they lack 
different things such as to have a optimal distribution of nodes in network, equally sized clusters, role of 
residual energy in election of cluster head etc. The non-optimal distribution oftenly make the dissipation of 
the energy more rapidly in the cluster than the optimal distribution in the network. The unequal-sized clusters 
lead to the lesser data-capacity of the network as compared to the equal-sized clusters. Different protocols 
have been made to make the routing efficient such as LEACH [1, 2], [3], SEP [4], DEEC [5] etc. These all 
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protocols were based on concept of clustering in the network to conserve the energy of the nodes. This was 
firstly applied in the LEACH protocol. LEACH protocol was developed as clustering based routing protocol 
in which the cluster-head is elected using probability-based thresholding mechanism.  
LEACH [1] elects the cluster head by using a thresholding expression as  
 

T( )= /(1− ( 1/ ))  (1) 
 

Where i is node, p is the probability of choosing the cluster head and r is round number. A random no ‘s’ is 
generated between 0 and 1 and is compared with T(i). If T(i) is greater than s then node i become cluster head 
otherwise not. But as it was based on probability based cluster-head election which can lead to non-optimal 
and unequal-sized cluster and also did not take account the residual energy factor in determination of cluster 
heads.  

The [3] was to make improve the LEACH protocol by removing its discrepancies by taking the 
factor of residual energy in determination of cluster head.  

The SEP [4] introduced the heterogeneity in the network by making two types of nodes i.e. normal 
and advanced having different energies and probabilities to be getting elected as cluster head. This 
heterogeneity is extremely helpful to make the lifetime of network better [8]. 

The DEEC [5] used the ratio of residual and average energy in calculating the threshold for the 
election of cluster head which improved the SEP further. But this also framed non-optimal cluster in the 
network. 

The EDEEC [6] increased the heterogeneity by one more node i.e. normal, advanced and super node 
in the network. The normal has lowest energy and probability to become cluster head in the cluster. This 
algorithm combined aspects of heterogeneity and ratio of residual and average energy per round to improve 
the stability period and lifetime of the network. 

TADEEC [7] routing algorithm used the best of heterogeneity and TEEN [8] to increase the chances 
of high energy nodes to become cluster heads more than the low energy nodes. Also it removed the 
redundancy of the data at cluster heads and sensor nodes by implementing the two thresholds i.e. hard and 
soft threshold so that same data don’t have to be propagated to the cluster heads and basestation [9]. This 
used four heterogonous nodes in the network i.e. normal, advanced, super and supadvanced having their 
increasing energies and probabilities of choosing as cluster heads in the network. This outperformed the 
LEACH, SEP, DEEC and EDEEC in terms of stability period, lifetime and data capacity of the network. 

The [10] used the well known clustering technique based on fuzziness i.e. fuzzy c-means clustering 
to frame the clusters in the network. The optimal and equalized clusters are framed by the FCM algorithm. 
The Fuzzy c-means clustering basically associates to each node a corresponding membership value to each 
cluster number which have to be formed. The clusters are formed according to the highest degree of 
belongness (also known as degree of relationship) to a particular cluster number. After the clusters are 
formed the cluster heads are chosen based on the maximum residual energy node among the cluster members 
and also its proximity to corresponding cluster center. The cluster heads further communicate the data 
collected through the cluster member sensor nodes to the basestation. 

[11] Realized the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm on wireless sensor network.This paper realized 
the 50 sensor nodes in the hardware having TinyOS operating system.This hardware implementation 
successfully proved the effectiveness of FCM in wireless sensor network and this implementation 
outperformed the LEACH. 

[12] Proposed a fuzzy-based simulation system for sensor networks and calculation of the lifetime 
of a sensor by considering the remaining battery power, sleep time rate and transmission time rate.  

[13] Used the fuzzy logic mechanism in heterogeneous network where it applied the energy, 
heterogeneity and proximity to basestation factors in fuzzy inference system in determination of cluster 
heads.   
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD  

In this paper, we have applied two methods for betterment of the wireless sensor networks. The 
fuzzy c-means clustering which has been used to cluster the sensor nodes and neural networks which has 
been used to take the decision of election of cluster head among the cluster members in the cluster. The FCM 
algorithm is illustrated in figure 1. The degree of belongness of node i to cluster j is given by . For each 
node i and cluster j,  is calculated and maximum value is selected to which the node belongs. In a cluster 
the cluster head is the dominant node as the further communication to the basestation would be done by the 
cluster head. Several factors have to be considered while electing the cluster heads. In a heterogeneous 
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network the sensor nodes have different energies and probabilities of getting elected as cluster heads. The 
heterogeneity factor plays a important role in election of the cluster head. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The FCM algorithm 
 
 

In this paper the heterogeneity factor is calculated from the probability of getting elected as cluster 
head and energy of the node, So higher energy node would have larger probabability of elected as cluster 
head and ultimately would have higher heterogeneity factor. The residual energy also has a significant role in 
election of cluster head. The residual energy is the energy left in the node after communication has been 
done. A node having high residual energy would have more chances to be chosen as cluster head than low 
energy node as communication needs dissipation of energy. The Energy required to send the packets is 
proportional to the distance between the sensor ndoes. So the node which is at smallest distance from the 
basestation among all cluster nodes should be elected as cluster head in the cluster.So in this paper these 
three factors i.e. Heterogeneity of the node, residual energy of the node and distance to the basestation are 
considered while electing the cluster head. The neural network works as artificial human brain which 
basically take the decision based on the given inputs and applied weights. The weight applied to an input 
signifies the importance of that input in taking the decision or calculating the output of the network. In this 
approach, the neural network has taken these factors as input for each node in the corresponding cluster and 
applied the weights on these factors and sum of product of input factors and weights take decision of electing 
as cluster head or not. The inputs has different roles in calculation of the output as one input has positive role 
while other has negative role. The weights are decided based on the how positively or negatively factor is 
affecting the decision or output of the network. The weight is negative when its value negatively affects the 
decision of choosing as cluster head such in case of distance of node from basestation as we have to suppress 
the role of product of input and weight in summation and positive in case of heterogeneity and energy as their 
high values lead to better cluster heads.      
 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

In this project, we have simulated our approach in matlab.Area is taken as 100*100 squre meters 
where the basestation is located at (50,50). The sensor nodes are randomly distributed in the field around the 
basestation. The localization technique has not been used in our network. The nodes are distributed manually 
around the basestation and locations of the sensor nodes have been known in advance during the network 
processing. The nodes form the cluster and the elected cluster head among cluster members aggregate the 
data from all the members and send it further to the basestation. We have used the heterogeneous network 
where we have four types of nodes i.e normal, advanced, super and supadvanced. These nodes have energies 
in this way [7]: 
normal=Eo, advanced =Eo(1+a),super=Eo(1+b) 
supadvanced=Eo(1+c)  where a<b<c      
The distribution of nodes is done using m and m0 [7]. As 

= ∗(1− );  
= ∗m ;  =( 0∗ ∗ )/2; =( 0∗ ∗ )/2; 

We have used two mobility models i.e. free space and multipath model as used in [14].  
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∗ ∗ ∗ 								 	 0 (2)  
 

∗ ∗ ∗ 												 	 0  (3)      
 
Eq. (1) is applied in free space network model and Eq (2) is applied in multipath network model where d0 is 
calculated as: 
 

0  (4) 

 
And l is the size of the message,  is the energy required to transmit the message and d can be the distance 
between the nodes or node and basestation. The  is the amplification energy for the free space model 
while is the amplification energy in multipath network model. The heterogeneity of each node is given as 
 

normal: P*E(i)/ter; 
advanced: P*(1+a)*E(i)/ter; 
super: P*(1+b)*E(i)/ter; 
supadvanced: P*(1+c)*E(i)/ter; 
where 
ter=(1+a*m-m*m0*(a-((b+c)/2))); 

 
In these c>b>a; where c=1; also  

The simulation parameters have been in table 1. The table lists out all the values for the initial 
energy, the nodes percentage in network, the size of packets etc. 

The results of our approach has been shown in figure 3, 4 and 5. The sensor nodes form clusters and 
cluster members send their sensed data to their corresponding cluster heads. The cluster heads then further 
give this data to the basestation. The data sending has been monitored in two ways i.e. the data sent by the 
nodes per round to the cluster heads and data sent per round by the cluster heads to the basestation. These 
throughputs have been shown in figure 6 and 7.In this paper we have compared our proposed approach to the 
two different approaches presented in literature survey i.e. FCM only and LEACH algorithm. We have taken 
different parameters on which we have compared our algorithm with these present approaches. These are 
alive nodes i.e. nodes which are alive in the networks and it has been traced in each round, dead nodes which 
have died in the networks in each round, data capacity of the clusters and throughput  of the network i.e. the 
packets sent per round to the basesstation and cluster heads. The analysis taking different parameters based 
on figures given has been done in the following points. 
1.  In figure 3, we have plotted the data that has been sent by the cluster members to their corresponding 

cluster heads with the increasing rounds. We have observed that data has higly aggregated at cluster 
head in our approach. These data aggregation id dependent upon the liveliness of the cluster member 
nodes and Our approach is trying to not elect the low energy node as cluster head as major 
communication is done by the this node. The throughput for cluster level data has also been observed 
and plotted in Figure 6. This throughput is the how many packets being generated by a single node in a 
network.This parameter show the average data send by a cluster member node as part of a networks.In 
both observatiosn we have outperformed the other twor techniques employed in past. 

 2.  The second parameter being taken for checking the efficiency of our approach is to count how many 
nodes are still alive in the network as effiecient protocol always maintain high alives in network. This 
parameter is calculated on level of energy node are having as node having no battery or sending or 
receiving capabities are considered dead as they are able to do further communication. We can see that 
percentage of alive nodes in our algorithm outperformed the FCMonly and LEACH algorithms in figure 
4. In our algorithm even more than 50% nodes are alive in 10k rounds. 

3.  The figure 5 show the same case of dead nodes so only 20-30 % nodes have been died in 10k rounds 
where in LEACH all nodes have been dead and FCMonly approach has 60-70% nodes have been dead. 

4.  The data sent to the basestation by the cluster heads has also been monitored and it is observed that the 
throughput of network using our approach is higher than other approaches. The cluster heads are 
aggregating the data collected from 10 cluster members of their corresponding cluster. 

5. The optimal and similar sized clusters capcbility of our approach can been checked from figure 8. The 
nodes in each clusters have been plotted as number of nodes in each cluster in similar in nature and also 
non-optimality issue has been resolved at higher extent. In our network we have taken 10 clusters and 
FCM is used to assign the nodes to each cluster. Very few clusters are showing non-similarity in count 
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of their cluster member nodes. In our network in each cluster has been assigned average 8-10 clsuter 
nodes   

 
 

Table 1. Simulation Parameters for the network 
Parameters Value 

Area 100*100 square meters 

Basestation (50,50)(in m) 

Initial Energy 0.5J 

Transmission Energy 50nJ/bit 

Receiver Energy 50nJ/bit 

No Of Nodes 100 

Free space Amp Energy 10pJ/bit/  

Multipath Amplification Energy 0.0013pJ/bit/  

Message Size(B) 4000 bits 

Round 10000 

Aggregation Energy 5nJ/bit/packet 

P 0.10 

m 0.5 

m0 0.2 

  
 

 
 

                Figure 3. The data capacity of the network using different approaches at cluster level 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Alive nodes vs rounds in different approaches 
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Figure 5. Dead nodes vs rounds in different approaches 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. The throughput of the network observed at basestation 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. The throughput observed per node in the network 
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Figure 8. The Cluster member nodes in each cluster 

 
 
4. CONCLUSION  

The proposed approach used the fuzzy C-means clustering In each of the cluster our algorithm tried 
to have similar sized clsuters of sensor nodes and also neurl networks, using the different factors have elected 
the cluster heads. Our approach worked on optimality of cluster and persistency of nodes in network and 
successfully outperformed the present approaches. The throughput at both cluster and network level is highly 
appreciating and showing effectiveness of using this hybrid approach. Different fators play a dominat role in 
selecting cluster head as only one factor can not judge a node as cluster head and also the probabilistic 
perspective not assure us about selecting a good cluster head so we can say our approach has taken care all 
these factors and worked on these and successfully approached that efficient routing technique. Our future 
work will be to combine the other clustering and decision approaches in sensor networks and see how they 
affect our approach.   
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